
Remote Collabora,on
during a pandemic!



MOTIVATION ASYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATION

VISIBLE TEAMWORK



Self-Determination Theory
(Edward Deci and Richard Ryan)

“a broad framework for the study of  
human mo3va3on and personality” 

selfdetermina3ontheory.org 

a theory of intrinsic mo3va3on 

http://selfdeterminationtheory.org


AUTONOMY

COMPETENCE

RELATEDNESS



AUTONOMY



Choosing when I communicate with 
others 

Clarity of tasks, roles, team and 
individual objectives 

Choosing my schedule; choosing my 
place of work 

When are we available to each other? 

Trust others to make decisions 

Be trusted to make decisions 

Input into team’s decisions

AUTONOMY



COMPETENCE



COMPETENCE

Feel like I’m learning on the job 

Feel like I’m learning from others  

I know when I do a good job 

I know what to improve (and how…) 

I have the information I need 

 I know how my work is related to 
others



RELATEDNESS



RELATEDNESS

Others matter to me personally  

My work is connected to the work of 
others 

I connect with the purpose of my 
organisation 

I connect with the brand of my 
organisation 



AUTONOMY

COMPETENCE

RELATEDNESS



1 minute to think: 

What aspect of motivation should I/my team be paying 
attention to, considering I’ve/we’ve gone remote?

EXERCISE



What aspect of motivation should I/my team be paying 
attention to, considering I’ve/we’ve gone remote?

EXERCISE

•Intros 
•Round of individual thoughts 
•What's similar, what's different



TEAM AGREEMENT

What are we doing already? What should we stop doing?

A team exercise? 



Meet Chris Coladonato

12 
yea

rs

struggled

She missed the routine…
… so she created one

She missed  
being around others…



“I live and breathe within my 
 calendar and let it do the 
 thinking for me.”



•Engaging broadly with others (in her team and 
outside it) 

•Small opportunities to connect 

•Use a mixture of synchronous (real-time) and 
asynchronous (non real-time) communication



ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION

Collabora3on doesn’t always happen in mee3ngs 



VISIBLE TEAMWORK

collaboration principles for the online space

design your ecosystem for team interactions 

towards facilitative leadership 



Leadership implications

leading by example

collaboration ecosystem “architect” 

towards facilitative leadership 



Person
THE PERSON 
Deliberate Communication

THE WORK 
Work Visibility

TEAM SPIRIT 
Planned Spontaneity



DELIBERATE COMMUNICATION



What affects how you show up at work? 
 
What do you need to know about one another and 
your environment? 



Availability

DELIBERATE COMMUNICATION



Context

DELIBERATE COMMUNICATION



Context (team)

Initiatives

Budgets

Training

Jobs

DELIBERATE COMMUNICATION



Availability 

Mood / state of mind 

Personal context 

Organisational context 

What else? In the chat…

What affects how you show up at work? 
 
What do you need to know about one another and 
your environment? 



Leadership
DELIBERATE COMMUNICATION

 Establish regular patterns of communication 

 Notice when patterns are broken 

 Notice and capture what matters 

Keep checking in individually 

 Regularly bring in the context from organisation 
  

 



Person
THE PERSON 
Deliberate Communication

THE WORK 
Work Visibility



What does your team need right now? 
 
For alignment, productivity, and/or connection? 



Visible Workflow
WORK VISIBILITY



Visible Workflow
WORK VISIBILITY



Open Conversations
WORK VISIBILITY



Open Conversations
WORK VISIBILITY

segmented by topic



Open Conversations
WORK VISIBILITY

as near to the work as possible



Open Conversations
WORK VISIBILITY

as near to the work as possible



Open Conversations
WORK VISIBILITY

as near to the work as possible



Visible THINKING
WORK VISIBILITY

via freistil.IT



Visible THINKING
WORK VISIBILITY



Visible Workflow 

Open Conversations 

Visible Thinking 

Visible Work 

Team Visibility

What does your team need right now? 
 
For alignment, productivity, and/or connection? 



Leadership
WORK VISIBILITY

 Lead by example 

 Help to adopt the tech 

 Direct your attention to what matters; let them get on with it 

One thing at a time: what’s more important now? What suits our 
workflow best? 

 Notice patterns of interaction, design for connection 

 Move conversations to real-time communication 

 



Leadership
WORK VISIBILITY

Reliance on cloud communication and doc storage - what 
happens when the internet fails? (Have a plan.) 

 Difference in ability to use the tech can cause friction between 
team members. 

 Trust can break if team agreement not followed (“I’ve done the 
work, but forgot to update workflow. Therefore people think I 
haven’t done the work.”) 

 

WARNING!



Person
THE PERSON 
Deliberate Communication

THE WORK 
Work Visibility

TEAM SPIRIT 
Planned Spontaneity



What matters to team members, that’s not a core part of 
their work? 
 
What else do you need to know about one another?



Virtual Coffees
PLANNED SPONTANEITY



Virtual Coffees
PLANNED SPONTANEITY

#watercooler#topic
#KUDOS

#celebrat
ions

##values

#winsAndMiseries

Mark Kilby



RELATEDNESS

Create spaces for connection 
(asynchronous and synchronous)  

eg #celebrations #KUDOS #values 
#dilemmas #hobbies (easy to access 
anytime and on phone) 
eg rounds of THANKS in regular meetings; 
(themed) virtual coffees 

Agree time of full availability and time 
for full concentration  

Map your internal and external network; 
have a plan for staying connected and 
visible 



“Coffee” channels - sync and async 

Exploit every opportunity for connection 
(meet in the work) 

Communicate availability 

What matters to team members, that’s not a core part of 
their work? 
 
What else do you need to know about one another?

#values



Leadership
PLANNED SPONTANEITY

 Informal/social doesn’t always mean “fun”. 

 People connect in different ways.  

 Lead by example 

 Voluntary - what works for you; supporting others 
 
  

 



PersonTHE PERSON 
Deliberate Communication

THE WORK 
Work Visibility

TEAM SPIRIT 
Planned Spontaneity

Which principle would you apply next? Annotate 



Remember to switch off…



EXERCISE

•What could you try next? 

•How would it help?

•How would it affect motivation? 

BONUS: What would be your first step? 



 
Who else might benefit from understanding this concept?  
 
How will you take it to your team? 
 
  

REFLECTION  


